
In other words, the temperature pattern is very much atmosphere and the ocean, and depending on if they are more
of an oceanographer or more of an atmospheric scientist,disturbed from what you would anticipate from the normal

solar flux. That accounts for the mild climate of Europe, they’ll tend to give one of thefluids more credit than the other.
The equatorial Pacific Ocean has a sloshing mode that’s veryand the fact that the isotherms between Europe and Asia are

almost north-south, rather than east-west, as they are else- close to being right around four years, to go between high,
and high again.where.

The other places where you find these non-east-west iso- The meteorologists, who have lots more data, because
they have an international data network, continue to search fortherms are in the southeastern Pacific, where the El Niño

occurs; and during the El Niño, we go back toward the normal trigger mechanisms: strange things coming out of the Indian
Ocean, airflowing out of the Tibetan plateau, or strange thingssituation of east-west isotherms, or closer to it. With the El

Niño, we have north-south isotherms off the coast of South coming up along the east coast of Australia, and triggering
it—and things like this, or Bill Gray’s favorite, the BiannualAmerica, and the coast of California. You can see from look-

ing at it, that something abnormal is going on, and it’s due to Oscillation.
None of these things ever seem to work out, in a strictcold water which is brought on primarily by upwelling, and

somewhat from the currents from the polar direction. El Niño observing mode. What seems to happen, sometime between
February and June, is that the western Pacific will have anom-is a situation which causes that to relax back to the normal

situation, which we would anticipate with the normal solar alous winds from the west. They can show up in more active
storms near the Equator; this kicks up Kelvin waves. If theflux.

The viewpoint you get from most people is to consider two fluids interact to amplify this, then, you end up with a
warm event. These westerly winds are usually not way overthe El Niño as abnormal and the other as normal; but it’s the

other which is abnormal, and the El Niño which is closest at the boundary, so they actually trigger a Rossby wave going
the other way, and the round trip. . . . Let me put it this way:to normal.
The Kelvin waves that come in from the westerly wind burst
lower the thermocline in the eastern tropical Pacific, and it
destroys the local heat balance and the thing warms up; but,
there is a reflected wave off the South American continent

Interview: James O’Brien which takes about nine months to go back; it then reflects
back, and in the reflecting back, it’s the opposite sign, it’ll
tend to shut the event off. That’s why it is self-limiting to little
more than a year.

The biggest lie about El Niño, is that the warm water inNothing to do with
the western Pacific, west of the Dateline, is transported to
Galapagos and Peru.global warming

There is some invection which occurs in the mid-ocean,
accounting for the warming, in the eastern third of the ocean.

Dr. O’Brien is the director of the Center for Ocean-Atmo- It’s basically the normal situation; the thermocline is thin, on
the order of 50 meters, and the wind is stirring down heat, or,spheric Prediction Studies (COAPS) at Florida State Univer-

sity. He gave this comment to Elijah Boyd of 21st Century as the oceanographers say, it is bringing up cold water, keep-
ing it relatively cool, and when the Kelvin wave lowers theScience & Technology.
thermocline, that mechanism is inefficient, and so it warms
up. That gives you the start of warm events, but you alsoEl Niños have been going on forever. We can trace them in

corals back a thousand years, so they have nothing to do with have to get the cold events in there. So, it becomes a difficult
pattern. There have been theoretical papers, proposing whatglobal warming, or anything like that. I just wanted to get that

straight, because there was a meeting in the Congress today, is called the Delayed Oscillator, which basically invokes that
slower-moving westward Rossby waves, occurring aroundsome idiots, namely Kevin Trindberg at NCAR [National

Center for Atmospheric Research], kept saying that because 10 degrees north or south, take a couple of years to get across.
It is a believable mechanism, that when you weaken the tradethis is the biggest one, this year, that it’s due to global warm-

ing. I hate this stuff. . . . There have been bigger ones; it’s the winds, in an anomaly sense, you will get a Rossby wave of
the opposite sign, and it takes about two years to get across,second biggest one this century, but we certainly can find

bigger ones in the last century. and when it gets across, it’ll trigger a cold event. So, if the
warm events are big enough, we call them El Niño, and if theThe mainstream of knowledgeable scientists who under-

stand both the ocean and the atmosphere, would tell you that cold events are big enough, we call them, most of the world
calls them, La Niña. I call them El Viejo, the old man. . . .this is an unstable but self-limiting oscillation between the
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